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abstract
Background:

In this study, the factors related to the functional limitation were studied simultaneously using structural

Material and methods:

1
 201 people aged 50 years and older were selected for this study using a stratified random sampling
method from health centers of Bukan city in the northwest of Iran, in 2017. Trained interviewers collected
information on demographic characteristics, socio-economic status, physical activity, history of falling/
fear of falling, visual and hearing condition, associated illnesses, social support, cognition, depression,
assessed functional limitation and mobility of study participants. The structural equation modeling was
used to analyze the data.

Results:

T
 he participants’ mean age was 59.2 ±7.97 yrs, of whom 61% were women. The result showed that the
proposed conceptual model fitted well CFI (0.97), RMSEA (0.04), SRMR (0.06). Age (β = -0.45, p < 0.001),
gender (β = -4.55, p = 0.004), and economic status (β = -3.57, p < 0.001), physical activity (β = -10.35,
p = 0.025) and socio-psychological activity (β = -1.59, p < 0.001) negatively, and the variables of educational
level (β = 2.34, p = 0.016), marital status (β = 5.43, p = 0.003), cognitive function (β = 0.66, p = 0.001),
living environment (ground floor*: β = 16.62, p < 0.001), duplex: (β = 5.19, p = 0.055), positively predicted
the mobility limitation.

Conclusions:

In this study, a range of socio-demographic factors, cognitive function, and living environment were

equation modeling.

identified as significant predictors of mobility limitation.

		
* There are two or three storey building in many cities of Iran, that the first floor, known as "pilot" or
"ground floor", has access to a backyard but it is smaller and cheaper compared to the second or third
floor. Older people usually prefer to live there because of no stairs and little garden in the backyard.
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introduction 

Ageing is associated with gradual, progressive and spontaneous erosive changes
in most organs and physiological functions [1]. As people age, they will gradually
lose some of their physiological and psychosocial functions, which degrade
their functional status and increase their vulnerability and dependence [2,
3]. In Iran, the ageing population is increasing as well; it is predicted that by
the year 2030, about 25–30% of the Iranian population will be made up by the
elderly [4]. It is estimated that the elderly population in the United States, which
is more than 40%, will be doubled by 2030. Probably, doubling the number of
elderly people can affect reducing of people’s health and the challenges of
aging, such as the functional limitation [5]. In more than 40% of people aged
65 years and older, limitation of mobility has been reported [6]. Mobility is
the ability of an individual to move (independently, or using auxiliary devices
or vehicles) in her/his environment (from home to the neighborhood or living
environment) [7]. The mobility function is the foundation of an active life that
allows older adults to have a dynamic and active life [1]. Functional limitation
is associated with various types of risk factors including overweight/obesity,
and depression; it results in isolation and pain [8]. The importance of health
assessment has been proven as an independent predicting factor of morality
in elderly people. Poor health condition significantly leads to an increase in the
limitation of mobility and the death rate [2, 7, 9, 10]. A study found that 5–10%
of the elderly’s death is due to low/lack of mobility [11]. A socio-economic status
(personal characteristics, attitude and understanding) and independence in
daily life activities can improve the health of older adults [12]. Physical activity
and independence are important health predictors which can reduce the risk
of disability and mortality [13, 14]. Improvement in the mental status and the
cognition status is associated with regular physical activity [9]. Despite these
benefits, physical activity among older adults is less than 150 min per week.
National and international organizations have focused on increasing physical
activity of older adults [15–17]. As people age, the amount of physical activities
decreases, which results in reducing cognitive perception. On the other hand,
physical activity improves the perceptual-cognitive status of older persons
through two mechanisms: reducing the rate of depression and social stimuli
(social activities) [18, 19].
Since no theory model based study has been applied to explain the limitation
of mobility in Iranian older adults, the present research aimed to investigate
the mobility limitation with a range of different factors, such as demographic
characteristics, living environment status, economic status, physical activity,
psychosocial support, cognitive-conceptual status, and anthropometric indices,
using structural equation modeling.
In this research, the proposed conceptual model was derived from the
comprehensive theory framework by Weber et al. [10]; upon which Meyer et
al. [5] developed a model for identifying various forms of mobility function,
which determines different levels of relationship between variables. Meyer
et al.’s model provides a comprehensive approach to identifying, preventing,
and reducing mobility disorders. The variables related to a mobility function in
this model are the perceptual-cognitive status, physical health, psychological
support, environmental status, and economic factors. The effects of factors such
as gender, culture, and individuals’ biography have been studied as well [5].
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material and methods 
p articipants 

In this study, 1201 elderly persons (with a mean age of 59.2 ±7.97 years,
61.8% female, 87.2% married) were selected by a stratified random sampling
method, from health centers of Bukan city in northwest Iran, in 2017. Based
on socio-economic characteristics, health centers were classified into four
categories. Twenty percent of the centers were then randomly selected from
each category. Next, the list of people over 50 years old was obtained from
the province's health authority. Then, based on the total sample size and the
proportion of people over fifty years in each center, non-replicable random
numbers representing each individual were selected using random sampling.
The inclusion criteria were willingness to participate in the current study and
providing consent, being 50 years and older, and a 5-year residency in Bukan;
the exclusion criteria were severe psychological and cognitive impairment, and
major physical disabilities. This research was approved by the Ethics Committee
of the Tabriz University of Medical Sciences, (IR.TB2MED.REC.1397.737).

m easurement 

The mobility limitation was assessed using the Medical Outcomes Study–
Physical Functioning (MOS-PF) scale, which included ten questions based on
limitations in daily activities to vigorous activities. Each question has three
choices of “Yes, it is much limited, a little limited, not limited at all”. Individuals
can be categorized based on scoring from no limitation to severely limited. Its
validity and reliability had also been confirmed [10].
Demographic characteristics (age, gender, marital status) and socioeconomic
status (economic and education) were also completed. Moreover, physical
activity was assessed using the Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly (PASE)
questionnaire. The questionnaire was first designed by Richard, in Boston, in
1992 [20]. The questionnaire consists of three parts which assess different
activities typically chosen by older adults (walking, recreational activities,
exercise, housework, yard work, and caring for others; higher scores indicate
greater physical activity. According to the scores for physical activity in the
questionnaire for the elderly, individuals were divided into three groups: low
activity (0–66), moderate activity (66–124), and high activity (>124) [21]. The
validity and reliability of this questionnaire in Iran was confirmed by Ishaqi
et al. in two stages [22].
To assess depression, the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression (CES-D)
scale was used. The questionnaire is an internationally valid and reliable
questionnaire for measuring depression. This tool is available in 4, 10, and
20-question versions; in the current study, the 10-question version was used. The
questionnaire is scored in four alternatives (from 0, never; to 3, always). Higher
values indicate more depression in patients [23]. The validity and reliability of
this questionnaire in Iran was confirmed by Rabaka [24] and Rezaee et al. [25].
To assess the cognition status, the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)
test was completed. This test was designed by Marshal Folstein et al. in 1975
[26]. The MMSE consists of 6 parts which evaluate the cognitive deficits.
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It is a 30-point questionnaire; the score of less than 24 points mean a possible
cognitive impairment. Validity and reliability of this questionnaire were approved
[26]. The Persian version of this tool was validated by Ansari et al. [27].
The 11-items Duke Social Support Index (DSSI) was used to assess the
social support of the study participants. It measures two dimensions: social
interaction and subjective support with the total score ranges between 11–33
which higher score indicates a higher level of support [28].
To calculate the Body Mass Index, participants’ weight and height were measured.
BMI was obtained as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters.

s tatistical analysis 

In this study, the STATA software (version 15, Stata Corp, College Station, Texas)
was used to analyze the data. The mean (standard deviation) for quantitative data
and the frequency (percentage) for qualitative data were reported. In the current
analysis, quantitative variables were age, social support, cognitive impairment,
number of falls, physical activity, number of comorbidities, depression, BMI, and
the limitation of mobility; and quantitative variables were gender, education,
marital status, economic status, and living environment. First, the bivariate
correlation was used to examine the association between the study variables.
Next, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was conducted to examine model fit
among the latent factors and their indicators. There were two latent factors in
this study; they were physical health (the number of associated illnesses, the
number of falls, physical activity) and socio-psychological factors (depression
score, support from family, support from friends).
After CFA, the structural equation model was conducted based on the theoretical
model of Meyer et al [5] in order to examine the effect of the association between
demographic, socio-psychological, living environment (a villa, part of a house,
a duplex, ground floor), visual and hearing status, BMI, physical activity index,
cognitive perception, and economic status on the mobility limitation. The missing
data ranged from 1.21% to 11.21%. Since there were missing predictors, the
maximum likelihood with the missing values method was used to handle the
missing data. Stata’s sem command includes the ability to estimate models with
missing data using the full information maximum likelihood estimation (FIML)
[29]. Before SEM analysis, multivariate normality was evaluated by examining
the normality variables (estimating Mardia's coefficient of multivariate skewness
and kurtosis). To assay, the significance of the relationship, the significant level
of 5%, appropriate fitness, comparative fit index (CFI), Root Mean Square Error
of Approximation (RMSEA), and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual
(SRMR) were used. In large sample sizes, χ2/df was not suitable for model
fitness. For this study, the following criteria were used, RMSEA ≤ .06, SRMR ≤
.08, and CFI ≥ .95. Since latent variables have several observed variables, it is
necessary to assign an arbitrary value, usually 1.0, to a path linking the latent
variable to one of its indicator variables to provide a unit of measurement for
each latent variable [30].

results 

1201 people were included in this research, of whom 734 (61.1%) were
women. The participants’ mean age was 59.2 ±7.97 years. Most participant
(1048 = 87.2%) were married; 62% were illiterate and more than half of
www.balticsportscience.com
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the participants had income difficulties. The average BMI was 29.88 ±5.6,
and 66.3% of people had at least one chronic disease. The hearing status was
reported as good among about 64% of older adults. The average score for
physical activity was 123.8 ±75.1, for social support 26.63 ±2.9, for cognitive
perception 25.45 ±7.38, and for depression 7.90 ±2.86. (Table 1 and 2).
Bivariate correlations among the observed variables, excluding covariates,
are presented in Table 3.
Table 1. Quantitative characteristics of the study participants aged 50 and up, Bukan

Skewness

Kurtosis

Variable

Mean

SD*

Min-Max**

Statistic

SE***

Statistic

SE***

Age (year)

59.2

7.97

51–97

1.61

0.07

2.19

0.14

BMI (kg/m )

29.9

5.6

15.37–55.56

0.48

0.08

0.91

0.14

MMSE

25.5

7.4

15–245

2.17

0.07

1.92

0.15

Support from friends

7.84

1.04

5–12

-0.05

0.07

0.45

0.14

Support from family

18.81

2.95

7–21

-1.49

0.07

2.27

0.14

Physical activity

123.8

75.1

8–427

0.4

0.07

-0.04

0.14

Mobility limitation

84.7

23.6

4–100

-1.73

0.07

2.23

0.14

Number of falls

2.06

3.06

1–21

1.25

0.13

1.58

0.25

Depression

7.9

2.86

2–24

1.84

0.07

3.93

0.14

2

*Standard deviation; ** Minimum-Maximum; *** Standard error

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for quantitative variables among the study participants

Variable name
gender
marital status

education level

number of
comorbidities
economic status

hearing status

visual status

living environment

www.balticsportscience.com

male

Number

Percentage

467

38.8

female

734

61.2

married

1048

87.2

single / divorced / widow

153

12.8

illiterate

742

61.8

elementary / guidance

343

28.5

high school and above

115

9.5

1 disease

427

35.5

2 diseases

244

2.3

more than 2

125

10

I live hard

835

69.7

I do not have a problem

363

30.3

excellent

19

1.5

very good

126

1.4

good

733

61.3

medium

273

22.6

bad

19

1.5

very good

82

6.8

good

713

59.4

medium

403

33.6

villa

223

18.6

part of a house

218

18.2

duplex

213

17.7

ground floor

476

39.6
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Table 3. Correlation Matrix of Study variables
Variable

1

2

3

4

5

1.BMI

--

2.NOC

0.03

--

3.NOF

0.001

0.08**

--

4. PA

-0.03

0.02

-0.04

--

5. Dep

0.10**

0.11**

0.08**

-0.03

--

6.SFFr

-0.01

0.04

-0.04

0.07*

-0.07*

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

--

7.SFFa

0.05

-0.08**

-0.12**

-0.06*

-0.22**

0.10**

--

8. MMS

-0.01

-0.02

-0.04

0.02

-0.11**

0.10**

0.09**

--

9. HS

-0.002

-0.02

-0.02

-0.02

0.07

-0.02

-0.004

-0.04

--

10. VS

-0.05

0.14**

0.04

0.03

0.14**

-0.02

-0.14**

-0.05

0.25**

--

11. Vil

-0.04

0.03

0.004

0.03

-0.04

0.02

-0.07*

0.07*

-0.07*

0.01

--

12. POH

-0.02

0.11**

0.09**

-0.001

0.15**

-0.12**

-0.14**

-0.08**

0.03

0.09**

-0.22**

--

13. Dup

-0.09**

0.06*

-0.04

0.03

-0.05

0.07*

-0.01

0.07*

-0.06*

0.05

-0.22**

-0.22**

--

14. GrF

0.13**

-0.16**

-0.05

-0.04

-0.08**

0.001

0.20**

-0.02

0.13**

-0.14**

-0.39**

-0.38**

-0.37**

--

15. ES

-0.002

-0.001

0.07*

0.01

-0.01

-0.05

-0.03

0.01

-0.09**

-0.02

-0.09**

0.01

0.04

-0.03

--

16. ML

-0.02

-0.19**

0.08**

0.07*

0.28**

-0.07*

-0.23**

0.18**

0.04

-0.15**

-0.12**

-0.28**

-0.01

0.37**

-0.03

Abbreviation: BMI, body mass index; NOC, number of comorbidities; NOF, number of falls; PA, physical activity; Dep, depression; SFFr, support from friends; SFFa, support from family; MMS, Mini Mental State Examination; HS, hearing status; VS,
visual status; Vil, Villa; POH, part of a house; Dup, Duplex; GrF, Ground Floor; ES, economic status; ML, mobility limitation.
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level;
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level.

A measurement model was fit allowing two latent variables to correlate with
each other. This model appeared to fit the data well: RMSEA (0.05), CFI (0.95),
and SRMR (0.08). Next, predictor models of mobility were tested including all
two constructs and mobility determinants. The first tested model included all
identified conceptual determinants of mobility and did not fit the data adequately
[RMSEA = 0.09; CFI = 0.91; SRMR = 0.10]. Thus, the model was modified. This
model appeared to fit the data approximately, better than the original model.
The final fitting indices of the explanatory model, CFI (0.97), RMSEA (0.04),
and SRMR (0.06), were obtained, which indicate an appropriate fitting for the
explanatory model based on the cut-points of the indices [30].
The mobility limitation was predicted negatively by variables such as age,
gender, and economic status, and positively by variables such as educational
level, marital status, cognitive perception, physical activity, and living
environment (ground floor and duplex). However, the variables of the visual
status, the hearing status, BMI, and living environment (villa, part of the
house), have no significant relationship with the limitation of mobility. In the
obtained model, all of the significant variables have a direct relationship with
the endogenous variable that the relationship between them is as follows:
age (β =-0.45, p < 0.001), gender (β = -4.55, p = 0.004), living environment
(ground floor) (β = 16.62, p < 0.001), (duplex) (β = 5.19, p = 0.055), the
state of cognitive function (β = 0.66, p = 0.001), physical activity (β = -10.35,
p = 0.001), socio-psychological activity (β = -1.59, p < 0.001). The final
model of mobility limitation and its predictors has been presented in Figure
1. The numbers of the paths represent the unstandardized values of the path
coefficients (Table 4).
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Fig. 1. Final model predicting mobility limitation: Standardized Results (N = 1201). Note: *p ≤ .05;
thin lines represent weak relationships. Model fit indices CFI (0.97), RMSEA (0.04), and SRMR (0.06)

Table 4. Structural and measurement models of the relations among demographic, sociopsychological, living environment, visual and hearing status, BMI, physical activity index, cognitive
perception, economic status, and the mobility limitation (unstandardized regression weight)

Variable

β*

SE**

P

CI 95%***
lower

upper

Structural model of mobility
Age

-0.45

0.08

<0.001

-0. 60

-0.30

Gender

-4.55

1.34

0.004

-7.17

-1.92

Marital Status

5.43

1.82

0.003

1.85

9.02

Education Level

2.34

0.97

0.016

0.44

4.23

Economic Status

-3.57

0.08

<0.001

-0.60

-0.30

Visual Status

-1.33

0.97

0.171

-3.23

0.57

Hearing status

0.85

0.54

0.111

-0.20

1.90

BMI

-0.02

0.10

0.883

-0.22

0.19

MMSE

0.66

0.20

0.001

0.26

1.04

-10.35

4.60

0.025

-19.37

-1.30

Villa

0.30

2.69

0.910

-4.98

5.58

Part of a house

-4.26

2.70

0.114

-9.56

1.02

Duplex

5.19

2.71

0.055

-0.12

10.50

Ground floor

16.62

2.56

<0.001

11.60

21.65

-1.59

0.24

<0.001

-2.06

-1.12

Depression£

0.94

0.003

<0.001

0.93

0.94

Support from Friends

-0.03

0.01

0.014

-0.05

-0.01

Support from Family

-0.23

0.03

<0.001

-0.28

-0.17

Number of Comorbidities£

0.35

0.05

<0.001

0.26

0.44

Number of Falls

0.19

0.08

0.023

0.03

0.35

Physical Activity

0.17

0.07

0.015

0.03

0.31

Living
environment

Physical Health

Socio-Psychological

Measurement model
Socio-psychological

Physical Health

* Unstandardized regression weight ** Standard Error *** Confidence Interval £ Standardized regression weight result
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discussion 

In the required model, the variables of demographic characteristics (age, gender,
educational level, and marital status), economic status, living environment,
the state of cognitive function, socio-psychological and physical activity had a
significant relationship with the limitation of mobility. In a study by Alberto et
al. (2014) that examined the relationship of depression and food intake with the
mobility function in elderly people, the result showed that among the studied
variables, the demographic characteristics (age, gender, educational level, and
marital status) had a relationship with the mobility function [31]. In the study
of Lin, which evaluated the limitation of mobility in elderly people, among the
studied variables, there was a significant relationship between the variable of age,
gender, educational level, and marital status, in a way that most single women
had lower age and education [1]. Robinson et al. (2013) concluded in their study
that increasing the risk factors (ageing) could lead to the limitation of mobility
[32], so that, as the age increases, the rate of mobility function decreases. Ageing
leads to consequences such as reduced bone density, loss of muscle mass, and
cell membrane, weakness of the proximal muscles, and the unstable knee due to
the weakness of the quadriceps muscles, which overshadow the elderly’s mobility
[33]. Aging leads to muscle lysis (sarcopenia) and reduces one’s ability [34].
Inactivity and bed rest in the elderly reduces protein synthesis, muscle mass,
and muscle power, increases fat mass, and leads to osteoporosis in the elderly.
Many age-related changes in the musculoskeletal system result from not having
enough physical activity that leads to the incidence of debilitating fractures
[34, 35]. The limitation of mobility in elderly people who walk and climb stairs
results from the muscles being weak [36]. Concerning the relationship between
gender and limitation of mobility, Vance et al. (2016) stated that the rate of
the mobility function in men is better than that among women [18]. Women’s
daily activity rate is lower than that of men, which can be related to women’s
lifestyle and low mobility in the Iranian society [33]. Older women are less
independent in their everyday life than elderly men [37]. On the other hand,
the gender of the elderly affects their physical performance; elderly women
have much lower physical performance [32]. Physical activity reduces the
risk of falling, decreases the limitation of mobility, as well as delays balance
disorders in elderly people [34, 38]. Given the fact that the level of elderly
women’s physical activity in Iran is lower, there is a greater likelihood of
collapse and imbalance, which can lead to their limitation of mobility. Also,
married elderly people are less limited in mobility than those who do not have
a spouse. As a matter of fact, married people are mentally active and have
social support. Married people have less psychosocial stress, and emotionally
have a strong and close relationship with their spouse [39]. Hakan Seon in
his study showed that married people are more exposed to social stimuli and
have a more social contribution that single people [40]. In Meyer’s research,
marital status had a significant relationship with the limitation of mobility, but
the educational level did not [5].
The inadequate and poor economic status is effectively related to the limitation
of mobility in elderly people; the low level of education and the lack of proper
occupational status are predictive factors for cognitive-perceptual disorders
and mobility disorders [18]. In the present study, there was a direct relationship
between the economic status and the limitation of mobility. In the research
by Mosallanejad et al. (2017), the results showed that there is a significant
relationship between the economic status and mobility limitation [41]. A better
economic status leads to a better health condition, better access to health
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resources and insurance, reduction in the number of chronic diseases, and
an increase in physical activity. A better economic status leads to more
physical activity, resulting in more individual health and mobility function.
A low economic status is the reason for differences in access to health care,
health-related behaviors, psychosocial stress [41, 42]. Previous studies found
a strong correlation between the general health status [41, 43]. People with
a low economic status are always worried about their health; these people
always have higher treatment costs than people with a high economic status
[41]. The living environment is an effective factor in limitation of mobility, so
that the people who can easily be physically active in their living environment
have an improved mobility function [44]. The study of Umstattd Meyer et
al. [5] has shown that there is a strong link between the living environment
of the elderly with their walking, driving, and physical activities. A suitable
living environment, access to park, game, and other facilities for exercising
have a positive effect on health. Both marital and non-marital resources affect
the pattern of one’s life [45]. The study of Orna et al. reported that there is a
strong correlation between mobility limitation and the cognitive status. Poor
cognitive function predicts the weak mobility function [46]. Research showed
that education and the level of education have a significant relationship with
the cognitive-perceptual status, and thus educating an individual leads to
the activation of brain networks. Moreover, a low level of education causes
different types of stress, and reduction in individuals’ health, and thereby
reduces cognitive perceptions. The level of people’s perception, cognition,
and knowledge is associated with health factors, increases the level of
physical activity and reduces the mobility limitation [41]. Angevaren et al.
[47] examined the effect of physical activity and physical fitness on improving
cognitive performance. The results showed that physical activity improves
cardio-respiratory capacity and therefore improves the cognitive status and
mobility function. In this study, the perceptual-cognitive status is related to
the status of mobility limitation. Elbaz et al. [48] stated that cognitive ability
is directly related to mobility function. In a study by Vance et al. [18], a
communication pathway between age and the cognitive-perceptual status was
introduced; older people are in a lower cognitive-perceptual status. In Foong’s
study, it has been pointed out that the individual’s cognitive performance is
negatively correlated with social stresses. Social stresses include intellectual
stress, depression, loneliness, and anxiety. On the other hand, reduction of
the lack of functioning of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenaline pathway and
inflammation leads to a reduction of cognitive perceptions [39]. Diniz et al. [49]
also found in their study that depression leads to a reduction in the perceptualcognitive status with a particular mechanism. Boss et al. [50] showed that
loneliness leads to perceptual disorders, and this correlation is due to the
reduction of social support and intellectual stimuli. Seeman et al. [51] also
referred to a lack of social support as one of the reasons for the reduction
of cognitive perceptions in elderly people. Anxiety causes negative events in
people’s life and thus leads to chronic stresses and negative emotions and
causes negative effects in the brain. As we age, physical changes occur in the
human brain; these changes are microscopic and macroscopic, so that the
mass and the size of neurons reduces, which is associated with perceptualcognitive impairment [39]. Another determinant variable in mobility limitation
in this study was socio-psychological. People who lived with relatives or who
had more social support had less movement restriction. In a study by Lin
[1], depression had a significant relationship with mobility limitation, with
depression leading to motor disability and mobility limitation. In a study by
Foong et al. [39], there was a significant relationship between depression and
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motor function, so that reducing depression would improve cognitive and
motor function in older people. In a study by Vance et al. [18], the results
showed that depression had a significant relationship with the cognitive and
perceptual status and thus influenced the motor function. Another variable in
this study was physical activity. In Kasser et al. study, the results showed that
physical activity leads to an improvement in the mobility function and mobility
disorders [44]. Boulton et al. [52] examined the effects of physical activity in
elderly people, which showed that physical activity reduced the amount of
depression and improved mobility function and balance. In their study, Vance et
al. [18] found that physical activity improves the cognitive status and reduces
depression; thus it improves the mobility function. In our country, because
people’s average physical activity, especially among the elderly, during a day,
is below the global average, it could be a factor of the limitation of mobility.

conclusions 

The results of this study indicate that the designed comprehensive model was
valid enough to assess the limitation of mobility in older adults in Iran. The
results of this study can be a help to improve the quality of life of people and
their social health, to identify valid instruments, and to conduct pilot studies
for many elderly people for the desired model.
Being cross-sectional is among the limitation of the study so that the effects
of some examined variables can be temporary and transient. Therefore,
longitudinal studies (cohort) are needed to evaluate the predictors of the
mobility function. Some variables related to lifestyle, including a diet that can
affect the limitation of mobility, have not been considered. It is also suggested
that the future research would study the ethnic groups in different provinces
and urban-rural contexts in Iran.
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